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I.  Essay:                         (1 x 15 = 15) 

     Write an essay in about 300 words on the topic given below:   

1. ‘Failure is a stepping stone to Success’. 
 

II. Correct the sentences:                                                     (15 x 1 = 15) 

1.  Juliana with her husband go to temple every day. 
2.  The scissor is blunt. 
3.  We didn’t hear nothing. 
4.  Her hairs are black. 
5.  The birds are flying above our heads. 
6.  All her furnitures have been sold. 
7.  The children likes to play. 
8.  I came by walk. 
9.  We saw beautiful sceneries in Kulu Manali. 

10.  Amali do nursing course in her native town itself now. 
11.  He works better than I. 
12.  I beg you leave. 
13.  Ravi is a ten years old. 
14.  It was hot today. 
15.  Translate this page in Hindi. 

 
III. Write a letter to the Councilor of your Ward, explaining why a park is necessary in 
       your locality.                                                                                                        (1 x 10 = 10) 
   
IV. Comprehension: Read the passage carefully and answer briefly. 
  
 The report has highlighted the vulnerability of boys and girls to various forms of 
physical, sexual and emotional abuse.  Taking all the 13 states together more boys reported 
physical abuse than girls, though the ratio of girls physically abused was higher in Kerala 
(55.61%) and Gujarat (54.61%). Incidentally, the highest percentage of abuse among boys 
was reported from Delhi (62.2%) followed by Madhya Pradesh (59.75%) and Maharashtra 
(55.75%).  The situation of children in institutions, shelters, observation homes and other  
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places created for the protection of children is alarming.  Yet, what most of us find difficult to 
accept is that over 53 percent of children reported are being abused at home and in their 
families. 
 
Answer all the questions:                                                           (5 x 2 = 10) 

1. Which were the two states where the abuse of girls was quite high? 
2. Mention two startling findings of the report. 
3. Mention two forms of emotional abuse. 
4. Mention two measures to reduce the problem of child trafficking. 
5. Name three states where sexual abuse of children is quite high. 

 
V. Precise writing:                        (1 x 10 = 10) 
Write one - third of the following passage. 
 
         India has vast human resources. Indians are intelligent and hard workers. They 
excelled in art, architecture, knowledge of metals, medicine, literature etc. since ancient time. 
After independence, to improve our country, five year plans were designed. By the green 
revolution we attained self-sufficiency in agricultural production. India established an Atomic 
Energy commission under the Dr. Baba. India made the first successful nuclear explosion on 
18th May, 1974 which made India the sixth member of the world nuclear club. With our own 
effects we succeeded. On April 3rd 1984 Rakesh Sharma travelled into space with Soviet 
spacemen in Souyz.II. 
   
VI. Vocabulary:                          (10 x 1 = 10) 
Do as Directed: 

1. I __________ home next Sunday. (use appropriate verb form). 
2. __________ is his favorite past time (use a gerund). 
3. I have not slept __________ yesterday (fill in with preposition). 
4. Everyone loves him. (change into passive voice). 
5. Unless you hurry, you miss the bus (change into compound). 
6. There are some girls in your class, _________? (question tag). 
7. Ravi said, “I am very busy now” (into indirect). 
8. No other singer in the school is as good as Dhiva (change into superlative). 
9. I saw a wounded bird (change into complex). 

10. We are taught grammar by Ms. Devayani (change into active voice). 
 

VII. Match the following:                                      (5 x 1 = 5) 
 

1. Fictious                   –       in the night 
2. Nocturnal                –       imaginary 
3. Oximetry                 –       gather information 
4. Glean                       –       perspiring heavily 
5. Diaphoretics             –      a procedure to determine the amount of oxygen. 
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